Knowledge Management Solutions for the Modern Enterprises
Organizations around the globe spend millions on their training programs and other knowledge sharing schemes to make their
workforce smarter but still most of them fail miserably due to a variety of reasons with no scope for diagnosing the failure
reasons. In the Gen – C where personalization and flexibility is a norm, we provide a holistic solution that leverages technology,
pedagogy, content with embedded analytics to optimize learning program that suits business needs. The end goal is to design
a learning program that helps your mission come true
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Learning is not a Spectator Sport. In a changing world, Education is
the best preparation for being able to ”adapt”.

SECTION ONE

Modern Fortune enterprises use robust education technology framework.
Quick Stats on Current Workplace Outlook

45%
Of U.S. employers say lack of
skills is the “main reason”for
entry-level vaccancies

25%
Only 21% of workers have developed
additional skills through companyprovided trainings

42%
Fortune 500 companies now
use some form of educational
technology to train employees

50%
Productivity boost
potential for companies
who use Digital Learning
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Knowledge
Management

An estimated 25% of all
employees leave their job
due to lack of training or
learning oppurtunities

Stats on adaption and operations
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What problems they solve using Technology?

50%
Savings compared with
traditional instructor-based
trainings and workshops
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SECTION TWO

Challenges in Existing Training Systems
No Tracking Mechanism
No tracking mechanism on the

No Flexibility

learners, content nor the mentors.

Any time, Any where learning or
managing a course is not possible.

Expensive
Lack of knowledge management

In terms of mentors time to money

Interesting discussions & doubts

ratio and the cost spent on external
trainers .More importantly cannot

clarified are lost in the air. No

scale up

automated way to record scores and
user activities.

No Learning content
Buying just a LMS platform alone
without any courses or content is like
going to a school with no teachers in it.
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No Pedagogical Tools
No proper tools or processes to create
and run courses in a seamless
manner.
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SECTION THREE

The TeachEdison approach to an impactful learning program

Workshop

Design learning program

Roll out training program

Capture feedback -optimize

Flexibility and Learner engagement is crucial for the success

Workshop

Design Learning Program

of an online learning program. So our pedagogy experts

Understand business units,

Work with SMEs, Pedagogy

collaborated with engineers to create a learning experience

review current training

experts. Capture inputs to

that is unlike any other

practices. Identify

design learning program

improvement areas
Because to build a learning program that helps your
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mission come true, you need to create a learning

Roll out training program

Capture Feedback - Optimize

experience that fosters innovation. That is where

Implement Technology

Understand learner behavior and

TeachEdison can help!

stack, embed courses and

optimize content through

roll out training program

embedded analytics
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SECTION FOUR

Actionable Insights for running an effective Training Function
Institutional, Engagement, Embedded Analytics

Video viewership Analytics
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360O Employee progress tracking

Aggregate level training progress snapshot
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SECTION FIVE

TeachEdison – In a Nutshell

Superior Pedagogy
Our Platform allows instructors to create engaging
learning sequences resulting on better learning

Secure and Scalable

outcomes and satisfaction.
Robust cloud technology allows auto scaling,
services architecture to provide maximum
robustness and data security.

Learning + Tech + Data =
Inspiring Workforce

Ever-Expanding Free Content
We have leveraged the power of the web to
create rich set of ever- expanding courses from
prestigious universities and subject experts.

Analytics & Reporting
Reliable Support
Our Tier 1 cloud platform combined with our
highly trained support team provides

Our Embedded Analytics gives instant actionable
Insights to improve pedagogy and advanced
real-time reporting for student tracking

Technology and Pedagogy support round the
clock.
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We help organizations create compelling learning environment
that enables workforce to build expertise, grow and drive
success
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Level 8,, Umiya business bay,
Cessna business park,
Kadubeesanhalli, Bengaluru,
Karnataka- 560103

Get In Touch

✉

enquiries@teachedison.com
We are here to help you

📞

080-675 77846
Working days 10am to 7pm

